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DRAFT CIVIL LAW REFORMS ACT 

DRAFT CIVIL LAW REFORMS TO CURB DELAYS  

IN 

ADMINISTRATION OF CIVIL JUSTICE  

 

INTRODUCTION: 

It is an essential requirement of justice that it should be dispensed 

as quickly as possible. It is a well-known adage that, “justice delayed is 

justice denied”. However, delay in litigation is equally proverbial and 

though it may sound paradoxical, the fact remains that the very provisions 

of the Code, which are designed to facilitate smooth and speedy trial of 

cases, are misused and abused which causes delay in disposing cases 

indefinitely and ultimately success in a particular case often proves 

illusory. The result is obvious, that cases pile up and huge backlog 

accumulate in all Courts.  

Since no law intends to increase difficulties; therefore, loopholes 

in law cannot be said to be only responsible for delay in disposal and 

increases number of suits but may be said to be responsible for expanding 

scope of technicalities which in essence, influence the parties to take 

advantage of such technicalities with intent to cause delay in the disposal 

of suits. The present procedure with existing loopholes is not able enough 

in coping with the present difficulties arising out of technicalities and of 

intentional delays and practical barriers.  

Delay in judiciary has reached a point where it has become a 

factor of injustice. By the time judgment is pronounced the need for the 

judgment in certain cases is no more required. The volume of backlog of 

cases, the loopholes and complexity in the procedural law and case 

management system are some factors which delay and deny access to 

justice for many. The Court machinery is overloaded, slow and not readily 

accessible to all. The delay in civil cases can be addressed from two 

standpoints: one unintentional and the other intentional. Compulsory or 

unintentional delay occurs out of our age old legal system.  

The justice delivery system in our country is time consuming and 

unaffordable to the poor people to some extent. The existing regime of 

civil suits in Pakistan is governed by the Code of Civil Procedure enacted 

in 1908. The causes of backlog and delay of disposal of cases are systematic 
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and profound. The legal system’s failure to impose the necessary 

discipline at different stages of trial of cases allows dilatory practice to 

protect the case life. A case usually takes about ten to twenty years to 

disposed of.  

DEFECTS IN THE PROCEDURAL LAW: 

It has also been experienced that much of the delay occurs 

because the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure are not properly 

observed and leaves room to escape speedy disposal. After filing plaint, 

the process fee is not paid for a long time so that the summons to the 

defendant is not served in time. After the defendant files his appearance, 

his advocate often seeks long adjournments to file written statement. 

After the pleadings are closed, there comes the stage of producing 

documentary evidence before issues are settled but nobody bothers to 

produce documentary evidence at this stage. Little use is made of the 

provisions for discovery and inspection of documents and for serving 

interrogatories. If these provisions are properly used, the controversy 

between the parties can often be narrowed before the cases go for trial. 

However, what usually happens is that when the suit comes on for trial, 

the advocates sit down in the Court, open their file, probably for the first 

time, and begin laboriously to prepare lists of documents, etc. All the 

while the poor judge sits idly on the bench, helplessly looking on. 

Countless hours are wasted in this way. 

DELAYS IN SERVICE OF PROCESS OR SUMMONS: 

The present system of service of process or summons is defective 

rather outdated because of recent advancement in information 

technology. After filing the plaint, it takes at least three to four months to 

issue summons or process to defendant or witness. If the defendant is 

clever enough and has determined to evade service of summons, he can 

successfully prolong the case by following-up the dates and not appearing 

in the case for a long time to avoid the summons. A clever defendant can 

easily avoid service of summons by greasing palms the process-server. 

Under the present procedural system, the process-server is the most 

powerful person without being responsible for his failure to serve 

summons in time. As a result, more often summons are returned with 

endorsement of ‘party not found’, ‘address not known’ or ‘address 
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incomplete’. Most of such endorsements are bogus and not genuine. 

Summons is also returned for some technical reasons e.g. initial of the 

defendant’s father does not tally, the house number or the road numbers 

differ etc. These reports are supposed to be monitored by the concerned 

administrative judges (SCJs), but they seem to be keener for trial by 

ignoring this sort of procedural matters. 

PRESENTATION OF PLAINT WITHOUT DOCUMENTS:  

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 provides that where plaintiff relies 

upon documents in his possession or power as evidence in support of his 

claims, he shall produce them in Court when the plaint is presented and 

shall at the same time deliver the documents to be filed with plaint. But 

it is observed that neither such documents are annexed with pleadings 

nor any such documents are annexed with copy of plaint, when the 

summons is ordered to be served upon the defendant. As a result, when 

defendant appears in response to the summons, he seeks adjournment for 

filing written statement on the ground that he has to make inspection of 

the documents and other issues relied upon by the plaintiff in his plaint 

and this usually causes unusual delay in disposal of the proceedings. 

DELAY IN SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN STATEMENT: 

Once the defendant is served with summons, he appears before 

the Court. On the first appearance, the engaged lawyer of the defendant 

prays for time on the plea that he has just received the copy of the plaint 

and he has not yet gone through the concerned documents of the suit. 

The case is adjourned and on the next dates, the defendant’s pleader prays 

for time on different pleas to file written statement. The request for time 

is repeated until the judge interferes personally and expresses concern 

and this causes delay of proceedings. 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 binds the defendant to submit the 

written statement within stipulated period. But in most cases, the 

defendant intentionally does not comply with the time-limit provision for 

filing written statement. It is observed that numbers of frivolous 

applications are filed at this stage before filing written statement, which 

causes unnecessary delay in the disposal of proceedings. Where the 

defendant has no defence, he is naturally interested in prolonging the trial 

with a view to put off the evil day as long as possible. 
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DELAY IN INTERIM MATTERS: 

It is the fact that relief in injunction matters is consequential and 

is branded as the off-shoot of the main suit. The ordinary litigants, with 

the least knowledge of law, are emotionally encouraged in injunction. 

Even in ordinary land dispute, when his possession thereof, has been in 

the hands of opposite party, comes forward with an injunction prayer with 

affidavit and by showing relevant papers obtains an ex parte injunction or 

show cause notice and then the chapter of fight ensues. After appearance 

of defendant, written objection is submitted assailing the averments of 

the plaintiff. Then without adhering to the spirit under Order XXXIX of 

the Code, evidence starts in a regular fashion. During evidence too, 

adjournments on different pleas is set forth by the parties. After a 

prolonged fight, the matter is disposed of. The aggrieved party prefers 

appeal and in this way, the duration of injunction continues unabated. 

Even assuming for the sake of argument, the plaintiff wins in the 

injunction matter and the main suit is decided against him, what benefit 

he accrues by fighting for the injunction matter.  

In many cases, where the plaintiff has obtained interim or ad 

interim relief, he is naturally interested in delaying the proceeding so that 

stay or injunction is continued as far as possible. It has been observed that 

temporary injunction lingers the suit for a long time and the party who 

obtains such an order often becomes disinterested in getting the original 

suit decided in merit and goes on enjoying fruits of such an order at the 

cost of other party. This long-drawn battle is nothing but waste of money, 

time and energy. 

FREQUENT ADJOURNMENTS OF HEARING: 

One of the reasons for delay in disposal of suits is readiness to 

grant adjournment either for Court’s own advantage or for the 

convenience of the parties. The liberal attitude of the Court in respect of 

adjournment is one of the main causes for inordinate delay as every such 

adjournment takes months together. As for example, at the stage of 

hearing and recording of deposition of the witnesses, if adjournments are 

frequent on the pretext of one after another, the litigant who has come to 

the Court with number of witnesses on number of dates would fail to get 
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his witnesses recorded of deposition due to unexpected adjournments. 

This causes unusual financial loss to the litigants. 

DELAY IN EXECUTION OF DECREE: 

In the execution stage, judgment-debtors take advantage of 

technicalities and adopt dilatory tactics and make application of tricks 

with intent to delay the execution. The entire judicial process in civil suit 

has been brought to disrepute by the manner and method of executing 

proceedings that protract over decades and others are unintentional.  

UNCONTROLLED DAILY CAUSE LISTS: 

It has also been experienced that most of the judges fix too much 

cases for a single day. this tendency, at one end, results adjournment of 

most of the cases without any proper hearing, while at the other end, less 

attention is paid to the rest. So, there is an urgent need to moderate the 

present procedure of administration of civil justice.  

SUGGESTED REMEDIES: 

1. Parties be compelled to give their complete particulars, 

including cellphone numbers and email id, coupled with 

complete list of legal heirs, at the time of institution of suits. 

2. The Judge or officer entertaining suit or petition, shall ensure 

that pleadings are properly evaluated and required Court fee is 

annexed coupled with all allied or related documents.  

3. Besides service of parties through ordinary modes, courier 

service, cellular phone network and internet or cyber network 

access should be used at every stage of the service of summons 

or process.  

4. Process fees should be increased to a reasonable amount in 

consonance with present day communication expenditure. 

5. Time limit should be fixed for filing of written reply, 

miscellaneous applications. No amendment should be allowed 

at the trial stage. No adjournment should be granted without 

payment of heavy costs.  
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6. Appeals or revisions against interlocutory orders which hold up 

the progress of suits or proceedings in lower Courts should be 

given precedence over all civil works other than that of an 

especially urgent nature, and every endeavour should be made 

to dispose of such appeals or revisions quickly. 

7. ADR method is required to be made compulsory and more 

exhaustive.  

8. Maximum limit of cases for each category of Court be fixed so 

that each and every case be gone through by presiding officer, 

after due opportunity of proper hearing to both parties. 

9. Execution of decrees should be time bound and those related to 

agricultural lands, should be executed by Collector concerned. 

10. Frivolous litigation should be discouraged via imposition of 

heavy costs. 

11. The succeeding party should be awarded costs of litigation.  
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AN 

ACT 
 

FURTHER TO AMEND CERTAIN LAWS FOR BRINGING 

PROCEDURAL REFORMS IN CIVIL LAWS 

Whereas it is expedient to curb menace of ever increasing trend of 

frivolous litigations in civil matters; 

Whereas, it is expedient to curtail delay in adjudication of civil disputes 

by encouraging use of modern devices and ADR method; and  

Whereas, it is expedient to restore public confidence over Judiciary and 

its and for other purposes hereinafter appearing; 

It is hereby enacted as follows: -  

 

1. Short title, extent, and commencement: (1) This Act may be 

called the Civil Laws (Reforms) Act, 2017. 

 

(2) It shall extend to whole of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

 

(3) It shall come into force at once. 

 

 

2. Amendment of section 7, Act VII of 1870. – In the Court Fees Act, 

1870 (Act VII of 1870), hereinafter referred to as Act VII of 1870, in 

section 7, - 

(i) In clause (iv), sub-clause (f), for the words,  

“the amount at which the relief sought is valued 

in the plaint or memorandum of appeal:  

In all such suits, the plaintiff shall state the 

amount at which he values the relief sought.” 

The words,  

“the market value of the property, irrespective of 

quantum of share claimed therein: 

Provided that in all such suits the plaintiff shall 

correctly state actual net value of his claim.”  

shall be substituted;    
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(ii) In clause (v), after the words “subject-matter”, 

semicolon be substituted with full-stop and words and 

sub-clauses, appearing thereafter in the said clause, 

shall be deleted; and 
 

(iii) After clause (x), following new clause shall be added:  
 

“(x-a) for revocation of instruments or contracts-

--according to market value of property or, as the 

case may be, amount of the consideration.”; and 

 

(iv) In clause (xii), for the word “claimed”, the words “of 

subject matter in dispute”, shall be substituted. 

 

 

3. Amendment of section 19, Act VII of 1870. – In the Act VII of 

1870, in section 19, clause (ix) shall be deleted. 

 

 

4. Amendment of section 22, Act VII of 1870. – In the Act VII of 

1870, in section 22, the words and figures, “Act No. XI of 1865 (to 

consolidate and amend the law relating to Courts of Small Causes 

beyond the local limits of the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the 

High Courts of Judicature), shall be substituted with the words and 

figures, “Small Claims and Minor Offences Ordinance, 2002”. 

 

 

5. Deletion of section 35-A, Act VII of 1870. – In the Act VII of 1870, 

section 35-A, shall be deleted. 

 

 

6. Amendment of section 7, Act V of 1908. – In the Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908 (V of 1908), hereinafter referred to as the said Code, 

in section 7, for the words and figures, “Provincial Small Cause 

Courts Act, 1887”, the words and figures “Small Claims and Minor 

Offences Courts Ordinance, 2002”, shall be substituted.  

 

 

7. Amendment of section 32, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 32, clause (c), the word “exceeding”, the words “less than”, 

shall be substituted. 
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8. Deletion of sections 34, 34-A and 34-B, Act V of 1908.  In the said 

Code, sections 34, 34-A and 34-B shall be deleted. 

 

 

9. Substitution of section 35, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, 

existing section 35 shall be substituted as under: 

"35. COSTS OF LITIGATION. - (1) Save as otherwise provided 

under this Code or any other law for the time being in force, 

all contesting parties to any civil proceedings shall, before the 

announcement of final order, judgment or decree, file in the 

prescribed manner, details of actual costs, including court fee, 

stamp fee, fee paid to counsel, incurred over the litigation sub-

judice before the Court concerned. 
 

(2) After necessary verification, the Court shall award costs of 

litigation, so furnished under sub-section (1), to the successful 

party. 

(3) The costs awarded under this section shall be recoverable 

in the manner prescribed under Order XXI C.P.C for the 

execution of money decree." 

  

 

10. Substitution of section 35-A, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, 

existing section 35-A shall be substituted as under: 
 

“35-A. COMPENSATORY COSTS IN RESPECT OF FALSE 

OR VEXATIOUS CLAIMS OR DEFENSES:  - (1) If in any 

proceedings before any Court or Tribunal, exercising 

jurisdiction under this Code, it is proved that any claim or 

defence is false or vexatious, such Court, for reasons to be 

recorded in writing, shall make an order for the payment of 

costs not less than rupees fifty thousand and more than rupees 

one million. 
 

(2)  The costs so imposed, shall be recoverable as arrears of 

Land Revenue and shall be credited to Government.” 
 

 

11. Amendment of section 38, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 38, full-stop, appearing after the word “execution”, shall be 
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substituted with colon “:” and thereafter following new provisos 

shall be added: 

“Provided that District Judge may, from time to time, by 

general or specific order, nominate any one or more, 1st class 

Civil Judges to execute decrees; 
 

Provided further that a decree relating to possession and 

partition of agricultural land shall be executed by the Collector 

within whose jurisdiction the property situates; 
 

Provided also that Courts, executing decrees under this Code, 

shall regularly forward fortnightly progress report of 

execution to the District Judge for onward transmission to the 

High Court.” 

 

 

12. Deletion of sections 68, 70 and 72, Act V of 1908. – In the said 

Code, sections 68, 70 and 72 shall be deleted. 

 

 

13. Amendment of section 69, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 68, for the words “under the last preceding section”, the 

words, “to the Collector”, shall be substituted. 

 

 

14. Deletion of sections 70 and 72, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, 

sections 70 and 72 shall be deleted. 

 

 

15. Amendment of section 74, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 74, sub-section (1), for the words “thirty days”, the words 

“one year”, shall be substituted. 

 

 

16. Amendment of section 80, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 80, - 

 

(i) In sub-section (1), for the words, “A suit may” and 

“after the”, the words “No suit shall” and “unless”, shall 

respectively be substituted. 
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(ii) Sub-section (2) shall be deleted. 

 

 

17. Substitution of section 89-A, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, 

for the existing section 89-A, the following shall be substituted: 
 

“89-A. Alternate Dispute Resolution. – (1) 

Notwithstanding contained anything in this Code or any other 

law for the time being in force, where it appears to the Court 

that the dispute is fit to be settled through a process of 

alternate dispute resolution method including arbitration, 

mediation or conciliation, the Court shall, with the consent of 

parties before it, in all such cases, at any stage of proceedings, 

resort to any of these methods for its amicable settlement in 

summary manner.  
 

(2) Any of the parties before Court, may also apply to the Court 

for settlement of dispute in the manner provided under sub-

section (1). 
 

(3) Where alternate dispute resolution method is adopted by 

Court, the costs of arbitration, mediation or conciliation shall 

be borne by all contesting parties equally. In all other cases, 

these costs shall be borne by the party seeking resolution of 

dispute through ADR. 
 

(4) For the purpose of this section, District Judge of the 

District concerned, on the recommendations of Citizen Court 

Liaison Committee and Bar Bench Liaison Committee, shall 

maintain, annually renewable, list of professionally trained 

arbitrators, mediators and conciliators.   
 

(5) The arbitrators or mediators or conciliators, so appointed, 

shall conclude the matter referred to them within forty-five 

days.  
 

(6)   The parties to proceedings shall ensure their presence 

before arbitrators or mediators or conciliators. In case of 

failure, the matter shall be referred to Court concerned for 

further appropriate order in terms of Order XVII of this Code.    
 

(7)  After conclusion of its efforts, the arbitrators or mediators 

or conciliators, shall immediately return the matter to Court 
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concerned for further appropriate order in the manner 

provided under any of the provisions of this Code.  
 

(8)  Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law for the 

time being in force, the mediator, conciliator or arbitrator 

shall not be required to appear as a witness in any arbitral or 

judicial proceedings with respect to a dispute that is or was a 

subject matter of mediation, conciliation or arbitration. 
 

(9)  The mediator, conciliator or arbitrator shall not be 

authorized to act as representative or counsel of a party in any 

mediation, conciliation, arbitral judicial proceedings with 

respect to a dispute that is or remained before him for 

resolution. Nor he shall be authorised to disclose any fact 

before any forum which give rise to any doubts as to his 

impartiality or credibility relating to matter in question.   
 

(10)   No appeal or revision shall lie from a decree or final order 

passed on the basis of recommendations of mediators, 

conciliators or arbitrators. 
 

(11)   The Government shall, with the consultation of High 

Court, make rules for carrying out purposes of this section. 

 

 

18. Amendment of section 95, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 95, sub-section (1), clause (b), for the words “not exceeding 

ten”, the words “not less than fifty”, shall be substituted. 

 

 

19. Amendment of section 96, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 96, sub-section (1), at the end, the full-stop “.” shall be 

substituted with comma “,” and thereafter the words “within thirty 

days of passing the decree”, shall be added. 

 

 

20. Amendment of section 100, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 100, sub-section (1), after the word “High Court”, appearing 

for the first time, the words “within thirty days”, shall be added. 
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21. Amendment of section 115, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 115, in sub-section (1), -  

 

(i) in the first proviso, after the word “furnish, the word 

“certified” shall be inserted; and 

(ii) in the second proviso, the word “ninety” shall be 

substituted with the word “thirty”. 

 

 

22. Substitution of section 137, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, for 

the existing section 137, the following shall be substituted: 

“137. LANGUAGE OF CIVIL COURTS: Notwithstanding 

contained anything to the contrary, in any other law enforced 

for the time being, entire Court proceedings under this Code, 

including judgment or order, shall be conducted and recorded 

either in English or Urdu.” 

 

 

23.  Deletion of section 148, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, section 

148 shall be deleted. 

 

 

24. Amendment of section 149, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, in 

section 149, for the words “any stage” the words “the earliest 

possible opportunity”, shall be substituted.  

 

 

25. Amendment of First Schedule, Act V of 1908. – In the said Code, 

in the First Schedule. – 
 

(1) In Order I, - 
 

(i) In rule 1, for the word “may” the word “shall”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

(ii) For the existing rule 2, after the heading, the 

following shall be substituted: 

“Where it appears to the Court that any 

joinder of plaintiffs may embarrass or 

delay the adjudication of the suit, the 

Court shall make appropriate order to 
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ensure just decision of suit within 

stipulated period.”  

 

(iii) In rule 3, for the word “may” the word “shall”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

(iv) In rule 4, for the word “defendants”, wherever 

occurring, the word “parties”, shall be 

substituted. 

 

(v) In rule 6, for the words and comma “may, at his 

option,”, the word “shall”, shall be substituted. 

 

(vi) For the existing rule 9, after the heading, the 

following shall be substituted: 

“Where it appears to the Court that any 

mis-joinder or non-joinder of parties may 

frustrate or delay the adjudication of the 

suit, the Court shall make appropriate 

order to penalize the party responsible for 

such mis-joinder and non-joinder.”  

 

(vii) In rule 10, -  

(a) In sub-rule (1) for the words “may at any” 

the words “shall at earliest”, shall be 

substituted; 

(b) Sub-rule (2) shall be deleted. 

 

 

(2) In Order II, - 
 

(i) In rule 1, the words “as far as practicable”, shall 

be deleted. 

 

(ii) In rule 2, semicolon “;” appearing after the word 

“action”, shall be substituted with full-stop “.” 

And the words “but a plaintiff may relinquish 

any portion of his claim in order to bring the 

suit within the jurisdiction of any Court”, 

appearing thereafter, shall be deleted. 
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(iii) In rule 3, sub-rule (1), - 
 

(a) For the word “may”, wherever occurring, 

shall be substituted with the word “shall”; 

 

(b) For the word “several” the words “all 

accrued”, shall be substituted; and  

 

(c) After the word “suit”, appearing at the 

end, the words “and no separate suit shall 

lie for it” shall be added. 

 

(iv) In rule 8, sub-rule (1), for the words “a time to 

be fixed by the Court”, the words “seven days”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

 

(3) In Order IV, rule 1, sub-rule (1), after the word “a”, the 

words “hard and soft copy of”, shall be inserted. 

 

 

(4) In Order V, - 

(i) In rule 2, for the words and commas “or, if so 

permitted, by a concise statement”, the words 

“and all documents attached with the plaint”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

(ii) Rule 4 shall be deleted. 

 

(iii) In rule 10-A, in sub-rule (1), after the word “due” 

the words “and by email, SMS or any other 

modern electronic device” shall be inserted. 

 

(iv) In rule 16, after the word “signature”, the words 

“or thumb impression and national identity 

card number”, shall be inserted. 

 

(v) In rule 17, the words and commas “, and the 

name and address of the person (if any)”, shall be 
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substituted with the words and commas “and 

the summons so executed shall bear, address, 

signature or thumb impression and national 

identity card number of the person”. 

 

(vi) In rule 18, after the word “and”, appearing for 

the fourth time, the words “signature or thumb 

impression and national identity card number” 

shall be inserted, while the words and brackets 

“(if any)”, shall be deleted. 

 

(vii) In rule 20, sub-rule (1), - 

 

(a) In clause (b), after the word and comma 

“fax,” the words and commas “email, 

SMS, MMS, phone call,” shall be inserted; 

and  
 

(b) In clause (e), for the word “press”, the 

words “print and electronic media” shall 

be substituted. 

 

(viii) In rule 25, for the full-stop and words “If there is 

postal communication between such place and 

the place where the Court is situate.”, the words 

and comma“, email or fax or SMS or MMS or 

phone call.” shall be substituted. 

 

(ix) In rule 26, clause (b), second paragraph, for the 

words “the summons may” the words and figure 

“in addition to modes of service adopted under 

rule 20 the summons may also” shall be 

substituted. 

 

 

(5) In Order VI, - 
 

(i) In rule 2, the full-stop, appearing at the end, 

shall be substituted with colon “:” and thereafter 

following provisos shall be added:  
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“Provided that pleading shall also contain latest 

cell-phone and landline contact numbers and 

email addresses of party concerned; 

Provided also that the party concerned shall 

also provide soft copy of pleading and 

documents annexed therewith.” 

 

(ii) In rule 15, - 

(a) in sub-rule (1), for the words “verified on 

oath or solemn affirmation at the foot”, 

the words “supported by an affidavit” shall 

be substituted; 
 

(b) in sub-rule (2), for the words “person 

verifying”, the words “deponent” shall be 

substituted; and  
 

(c) in sub-rule (3), for the word “verification” 

the word “affidavit” shall be substituted.  

 

(iii) In rule 17, for the words “at any stage of the 

proceedings” the words “before conclusion of 

evidence” shall be substituted. 

 

(iv) In rule 18, for the words, “he shall not be 

permitted to amend after the expiration of such 

limited time as aforesaid or of such fourteen 

days, as the case may be, unless the time is 

extended by the Court.”  the words “If he is 

plaintiff, his suit shall be dismissed and if he is 

defendant, his defense shall be struck off.” shall 

be substituted. 

 

 

 

(6) In Order VII, - 
 

(i) In rule 1, in clauses (b) and (c), the word “and” 

shall be substituted with comma “,” and after 

the word “residence”, the words “verified cell-
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phone number and email address” shall be 

inserted.  

 

(ii) In rule 14, - 

(a) In sub-rule (1), - 

(i) after the word “sues” the words “or 

relies”, shall be inserted; and 

(ii) the words “in his possession” shall 

be deleted. 

(b) Sub-rule (2) shall be deleted. 

 

(iii) In rule 15, - 

(a) for the words “any such” the word “a” 

shall be substituted; and 

(b) the words and comma “if possible,” shall 

be deleted. 

 

(iv) In rule 18, after the heading, the existing text of 

sub-rule (1) shall be substituted as under: 

“A document which ought to be produced in 

Court by the plaintiff when the plaint is presented 

and which is not produced, shall not be received 

in evidence on his behalf at any subsequent 

stage.” 

 

(v) In rule 19, after sub-rule (1) following 

explanation shall be added: 

“Explanation: the address of a party shall mean 

and include his all residential addresses, landline 

and cell phone contact numbers, and email 

addresses.” 

 

(vi) Rules 20 and 22 shall be deleted. 

 

(vii) For the existing rule 26, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“26. LIST OF LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES OF 

PLAINTIFFS. - In every suit pleadings shall be 

accompanied by complete list of legal heirs of all 
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plaintiffs and their addresses in the manner 

provided hereinbefore.” 

 

 

 

(7) In Order VIII, - 
 

(i) For the existing rule 1, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“WRITTEN STATEMENT. – (1) The defendant 

shall present a hard and soft copy of written 

statement of his defense within fifteen days of his 

service through any of the prescribed modes and 

no adjournment shall be granted for this 

purpose. 

(2) Written statement shall be accompanied by 

their complete addresses, landline and cell phone 

numbers, email addresses, list of legal heirs and 

certified copies of all documents upon which 

defendant relies.” 

 

(ii) The text of existing rule 2 shall be numbered as 

sub-rule “(1) and after said sub-rule, so 

numbered, following sub-rule (2) shall be 

added: 

“(2) The defendant shall include his entire claims 

in his written statement regarding subject 

matter in dispute and no separate suit shall lie 

for any of it.” 

 

(iii) For the existing rule 6, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“6. PARTICULARS OF SET-OFF OR 

COUNTERCLAIM TO BE GIVEN IN WRITTEN 

STATEMENT. - Where in a suit the defendant 

claims any set off or counterclaim, the written 

statement shall have the same effect as a plaint 

in cross suit and no separate suit shall lie for it.  
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(iv) In rule 8, after the word “set-off”, the words “or 

counterclaim” shall be inserted. 

 

(v) In rule 9, -  
 

(a) after the word “set-off”, the words “or 

counterclaim” shall be inserted; and 

 

(b) after the word “fit”, the comma “,” shall 

be substituted with full-stop “.” and the 

words appearing thereafter, till the end, 

shall be deleted. 

 

(vi) For the existing rule 10, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“CONSEQUENCES WHERE A PARTY FAILS 

TO PRESENT WRITTEN STATEMENT. – If any 

party, from whom a written statement is so 

required, fails to present the same within 

stipulated period, the Court shall pronounce 

judgment against him.”  

  

(vii)  In rule 12, the words “the court may direct him 

to file such address and if he fails to do so after 

giving him opportunity to file address” shall be 

deleted. 

 

(viii) For the existing rule 13, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“13. LIST OF LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES OF 

PLAINTIFFS. - In every suit written statement 

shall be accompanied by complete list of legal 

heirs of all plaintiffs and their addresses in the 

manner provided hereinbefore.” 

 

 

(8) In Order IX, - 
 

(i) In rule 2, for the words “or postal charges (if any) 

chargeable for such service, the Court may make 

an order that the suit be dismissed” the words “or 
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other expenses chargeable for such service, his 

suit shall be dismissed”, shall be substituted.  

 

(ii) In rule 3, for the word “may” the word “shall”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

(iii) For the existing rule 4, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“4. PLAINTIFF MAY BRING FRESH SUIT. – 

Where a suit is dismissed under rule 2 or rule 3, 

the plaintiff may (subject to the law of limitation) 

bring a fresh suit over same cause of action, 

subject to payment of costs, which shall not be 

less than five thousand and more than fifty 

thousand.” 

 

(iv) In rule 5, - 

(a) In the heading the words “for three 

months”, shall be deleted. 

(b) In sub-rule (1), - 

(i) the words and comma “for a period 

of three months from the date of the 

return made to the Court by the 

officer ordinarily certifying to the 

Court returns made by the serving 

officers,”, shall be deleted; 

(ii) after the word “defendant” the 

comma be substituted with full-

stop and the words appearing 

thereafter, including clause (a), (b) 

and (c), shall be deleted. 

(v) In rule 6, -  

(a) In sub-rule (1), in clause (a), -  

(i) for the word “may”, the word 

“shall”, shall be substituted; and 

  

(ii) After the word “exparte”, the 

words “to the extent of served 

defendant”, shall be inserted.  
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(b) Sub-clauses (b) and (c) and sub-rule (2) 

shall be deleted. 

 

(vi) Rule 7 shall be deleted. 

 

(vii) In rule 9, - 

(a) In sub-rule (1), after the word “may”, the 

words “within seven days of dismissal as 

aforesaid”, shall be inserted. 
 

(b) Sub-rule (3) shall be deleted. 

 

 

(viii) In rule 11, for the words “and the Court shall at 

the time of pronouncing judgment make [such 

order as it thinks fit with respect to the 

defendants who do not appear.” the words “to the 

extent of appeared defendants and make 

appropriate order in accordance with rule 6 with 

respect to the defendants who failed to appear 

before Court.” shall he substituted.  

 

 

(9) In Order X, -  

(i) For the existing rule 1-A, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“1-A. AMICABLE SETTLEMENT OF 

DISPUTES. – Subject to the provisions of section 

89-A of this Code, the Court shall, - 

(1) in each case, before settlement of issues, 

with the consent of parties refer the matter to 

mediator, conciliator or arbitrator, for resolution 

of dispute amicably and in summary manner.  
 

(2) Upon referring the matter under sub-rule 

(1), the parties to proceedings shall be bound to 

ensure their presence before mediator, 

conciliator or arbitrator, as may be directed. 
 

(3) The mediator, conciliator or arbitrator, 

shall adopt all measures recognized by any law 
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for the time being in-force, to resolve matter in 

controversy between parties within stipulated 

period. 
 

(4)  If in consequence of such efforts, a 

settlement is reached between parties, it shall 

forthwith be reported to the Court concerned for 

pronouncement of judgment and decree in 

summary manner.  
 

(5) If mediator, conciliator or arbitrator, fails, 

it shall forthwith be reported to the Court 

concerned together with consolidated report 

specifically indicating the factors and elements 

resulting failure in the such efforts.  
 

(6) The Court shall, on receipt of report in 

terms of sub-rule (5) of this rule, pass 

appropriate order against the party responsible 

for such failure.”  

 

(ii) In rule 3, - 

(a) for the words “by the judge”, the words 

“in presence of the Judge and under his 

dictation”, shall be substituted; and 
 

(b) full-stop appearing at the end, shall be 

substituted with colon “:” and hereafter 

following proviso shall be added: 

“Provided that computer-generated 

printouts of such substance shall 

forthwith be delivered to both parties on 

payment of fee as may be prescribed from 

time to time.” 

 

(iii) In rule 4, - 

(a) for the words “and is likely to be able to 

answer if interrogated in person, the Court 

may postpone the hearing of the suit to a 

future day and direct that such party shall 

appear in person on such day.” the words 
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“the Court shall pronounce judgment 

against him”, shall be substituted; and 
 

(b) sub-rule (2) shall be deleted. 

 

 

(10) In Order XIII, -  

(i) In rule 1, the full-stop, appearing at the end, 

shall be substituted with colon “:” and thereafter 

following new proviso shall be added: 

““Provided that the parties shall be bound to 

annex with their pleadings and produce attested 

copies of all public documents upon which they 

rely and no public functionary shall be 

summoned for mere production of document, 

unless the Court deem it necessary for 

clarification of any document so produced.” 

 

(ii) In rule 2, the words “unless good cause is shown 

to the satisfaction of the Court for the non-

production thereof; and the Court receiving any 

such evidence shall record the reasons for so 

doing”, shall be deleted. 

 

 

(11) In Order XV, -  

(i) In rule 1, the word “may” be substituted with the 

word “shall”.  

 

(ii) In rule 2, the word “may” be substituted with 

the word “shall”.  

 

(iii) In rule 3, -  
 

(a) the word “may”, wherever occurring, 

shall be substituted with the word “shall”; 

and  

(b) the semi-colon, appearing after the word 

“suit”, shall be substituted with full stop 

and the proviso shall be deleted. 
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(iv) For the existing rule 4, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“4. FAILURE TO PRODUCE EVIDENCE. --- 

Where the summons has been issued for the final 

disposal of the suit and either party fails to 

produce the evidence on which he relies, the 

Court shall at once pronounce judgment.” 

 

 

(12) In Order XVI, -  

(i) In rule 1, - 

(a) For the existing sub-rule (1), the 

following shall be substituted: 

“(1) parties shall submit list of their 

witnesses alongwith their pleadings whom 

they propose to call through Court and 

produce in support of their claim.” 
 

(b) In sub-rule (2), the words and comma “, 

except with the permission of the Court 

and after showing good cause for the 

omission of permission, it shall record 

reasons for so doing”, shall be deleted. 
 

(c) In the proviso to sub-rule (3), the word 

“fourteen” shall be substituted with the 

word “three”. 

 

(ii) In rule 12, - 

(a) For the word “may”, appearing for the 

first time, the word “shall” be substituted; 

and 

(b) For the word “two”, the word “ten” shall 

be substituted. 

  

(iii) In rule 16, sub-rule (2), the word “civil” shall be 

deleted.   

 

(iv) In rule 18, the word “civil” shall be deleted. 

 

(v) Rule 19 shall be deleted. 
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(vi) In rule 20, - 

(a) For the word “may”, the word “shall” be 

substituted; and  

(b) The words “or make such order in relation 

to the suit as it thinks fit”, shall be 

deleted. 

 

 

(13) In Order XVII, -  

(i) In rule 1, -  

(a) after the word “suit”, wherever occurring, 

the words and comma “, appeal, revision 

or execution proceedings”, shall be 

added; 

(b) in sub-rule (1), the full-stop, appearing at 

the end, shall be substituted with colon 

“:” and thereafter following provisos shall 

be added: 

“Provided that the adjournment, so 

granted, shall be subject to payment of 

non-refundable costs which shall not be 

less than two thousand rupees: 

Provided further that the costs so paid, 

shall be credited to the Government in the 

prescribed manner.” 

 

(ii) In rule 2, - 

(a) For the word “may”, the word “shall” be 

substituted; and  

(b) The words “or make such other order as it 

thinks fit”, shall be deleted. 

 

(iii) In rule (3), the word “may” shall be substituted 

with the word “shall”. 

 

 

(14) In Order XVIII, -  
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(i) In rule 4, after the word “orally” the words “and 

reduced into writing by any modern device”, 

shall be inserted.  

 

(ii) For the existing rule 5, the following shall be 

substituted: 

“5. HOW EVIDENCE SHALL BE TAKEN. – In 

all cases, the evidence shall be taken down in 

writing, either in English or Urdu in the presence 

and under the personal direction and 

superintendence of the Judge, not ordinarily in 

the form of question and answer, but in that of a 

narrative, and, when completed, shall be read 

over in the presence of the Judge and of the 

witness, and the Judge shall, if necessary, correct 

the same, and shall sign it. 

(2) The computer-generated copies of evidence so 

recorded, shall at once, be delivered to parties on 

payment of free as may be prescribed by the High 

Court from time to time.” 

 

(iii) In rule 16, for the word “may”, the word “shall” 

be substituted. 

 

(iv) In rule 17, - 

(a) after the word “may” the words “of its 

own motion,” shall be inserted; and 

(b) after the word “fit”, the words “for 

arriving at just conclusion of case”, shall 

be added. 

 

 

(15) In Order XX, -  

(i) In rule 1, sub-rule (2), for the words “the case has 

been heard”, the words “affording opportunity 

of submitting verbal or written arguments”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

(ii) In rule 11, sub-rule (1), the words “with or”, shall 

be deleted. 
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(iii) In rule 19, after the word “set-off”, wherever 

occurring, the words “or counter-claim” shall be 

inserted. 

 

(iv) In rule 20, after the word expense, the words “on 

the day of passing judgment and decree”, shall 

be added. 

 

 

(16) In Order XXI, -  

(i) In rule 11, -  

(a) sub-rule (1) shall be deleted;   

(b) in sub-rule (2), -  

(i) the words “Save as otherwise 

provided by sub-rule (1)”, shall be 

deleted; 

(ii) in clause (b), after the word 

“names”, the words “parentage, 

cell-phone numbers, complete 

postal and email addresses”, shall 

be inserted. 

(c) in sub-rule (3), -  

(i) for the word “may”, the word 

“shall” be substituted; and 

(ii) before the word “decree”, the 

words “judgment and” shall be 

inserted.  

(d) after sub-rule (3), following new sub-rule 

shall be added: 

“(4) The application made under this rule, 

shall be decided within three months.” 

 

(ii) In rule 14, the word “may”, shall be substituted 

with the word “shall”. 

 

(iii) In rule 17, in sub-rule (4), after first proviso, full-

stop be substituted with semicolon and 

thereafter following new proviso shall be added: 
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“Provided further that if after scrutiny Court 

finds that decree is of such a nature, which is 

not executable under this Code, it shall, without 

issuing notice to judgment debtor, decide the 

application forthwith.” 

 

(iv) In rule 19, - 

(a) After the words “sums of money”, the 

words and comma “, moveable or 

immovable property”, shall be inserted; 

and 

(b) After clause (b), full-stop be substituted 

with colon “:” and thereafter following 

proviso shall be added: 

“Provided that decree for other movable or 

immovable property against each 

judgment debtor shall be executed as if it 

has been passed against him in an 

independent suit.” 

 

(v) After rule 22, following new rule shall be added: 

“22-A. Management and scheduling 

conference: (1) The executing Court shall, soon 

after procuring attendance of judgment debtor, 

direct parties and their attorneys to opt for case 

management and scheduling conference for: 

a. Expeditious disposal of execution petition; 

b. Discouraging frivolous and wasteful 

objection and miscellaneous petitions; 

c. Fixing timetable or otherwise controlling 

progress of the execution of decree; 

d. Encouraging judgment debtor to co-

operate for expeditious adjudication of 

execution proceedings; 

e. Facilitating settlements and encouraging 

parties to adopt ADR method; 

f. Consulting parties or their attorneys in 

case management and schedule 

conferencing through any modern 

electronic device. 
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(2)  For carrying out purpose of this rule, the 

executing Court may take any appropriate 

action and pass any order to eliminate frivolous 

claims and defenses. 
 

(3)  In execution petitions, where recording or 

procuring evidence, in the opinion of Court, is 

necessary, it shall, - 

a. devise timeframe through schedule 

conferencing to avoid unnecessary 

adjournments; 

b. encourage parties to opt for ADR; 

c. compel personal appearance of all or any of 

the parties. 
 

(4)   Where any of the party is not willing to opt 

for case management or scheduling conference, 

the Court may take any penal action it, as set 

forth in Order XVII of this Code.  
 

Explanation: In this rule, the expressions 

“Case Management” and “Scheduling 

Conference”, shall mean and include any mode 

adopted by the executing Court, with consent of 

parties, for fixation of timeframe for the 

expeditious disposal of execution petition.” 

 

(vi) For the existing rule 26, following shall be 

substituted: 

“26. Stay of execution. – Subject to other 

provisions of this Code, no execution 

proceedings shall be suspended or stayed at any 

stage: 

Provided that during hearing of appeal or 

revision, preferred against decree of which 

execution is sought, the appellate or revisional 

Court, for sufficient grounds, to be recorded in 

writing, order stay of execution for a specific 

period not exceeding six months.”  

 

(vii) In rule 31, - 
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(a) For the words “three”, wherever 

occurring in sub-rule (2) and (3), shall be 

substituted with the word “one”; 
 

(b) In sub-rule (2), for the word “may”, 

appearing for the first time, the word 

“shall” be substituted; and 
 

(c) Sub-rule (4) shall be deleted. 

 

(viii) In rule 32, for the words “one year”, wherever 

occurring, the words “one month” shall be 

substituted; 

 

(ix) In rule 57, for the word “either” and the words 

“or for any sufficient reason adjourn the 

proceedings to a future date”, shall be deleted. 

 

(x) In rule 58, - 

(1) In sub-rule (1), after the word “objection”, 

appearing for the second time, the words 

“in summary manner”, shall be inserted; 

and 

(2) In proviso to sub-section (1), for the 

words “a reasonable time or within one 

year”, the words “one month” shall be 

substituted. 

 

(xi) In rule 59, for the word “must”, the words and 

commas “shall attach document proof and, if 

required by the Court,” shall be inserted. 

 

(xii) In rule 86, for the words “may if the Court 

thinks fit”, the word “shall” be substituted. 

 

(xiii) In rule 89, in sub-rule (1), in clause (a), for the 

word “five”, the word “fifty” shall be substituted. 

 

(xiv) In rule 90, in second proviso, for the words 

“such amount not exceeding twenty per cent of 

the sum realized at the sale or furnishes such 
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security as the Court may direct.”  The words 

“fifty per cent of the sum realized at the sale.”, 

shall be substituted. 

 

(xv) In rule 98, for the words “thirty days”, the words 

“one year” shall be substituted. 

 

(xvi) In rule 103, -  

 

(a) In sub-rule (1), for the words “an 

applicant under rule 97 and the opposite-

party or between an applicant under rule 

100 and the opposite party shall be 

adjudicated upon and determined by the”, 

the words “decree holder or judgment 

debtor or any third person, shall be 

adjudicated upon and determined by the 

executing”, shall be substituted; and  

(b) After sub-rule (2), following new sub-rule 

shall be added: 

“(3) Any objection raised or preferred 

against any decree under this Code, shall 

be decided within 15 days, after affording 

opportunity of due hearing to all parties 

having interest in the subject matter of 

decree in question.”  

 

(17) In Order XXII, -  

(i) In rule 3, in sub-rule (2), - 

(a) The words “within the time allowed by 

law”, shall be deleted; and 
 

(b) After the words and bracketed figure 

“sub-rule (1)”, the words “within fifteen 

days” shall be inserted. 

 

(ii) In rule 4, in sub-rule (3), - 

(a) The words “within the time allowed by 

law”, shall be deleted; and 
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(b) After the words and bracketed figure 

“sub-rule (1)”, the words “within fifteen 

days” shall be inserted.  

 

(iii) In rule 5, before the word “Court”, the word 

“same” shall be inserted. 

 

(iv) In rule 8, in sub-rule (2), for the words “the 

defendant may apply for the dismissal of the suit 

on the ground of the plaintiff's insolvency and the 

Court may make an order dismissing the suit and 

awarding to the defendant the costs which he has 

incurred in defending the same to be proved as a 

debt against the plaintiff's estate”. The words 

“his suit shall be dismissed and the Court shall 

also award costs to defendant”, shall be 

substituted. 

 

(v) In rule 9, in sub-rule (2), after the word “Court” 

appearing for the first time, the words “within 

the period provided under sub-rule (2) of rule 3 

or, as the case may be, under sub-rule (3) of rule 

4,” shall be inserted. 

 

(vi) In rule 11, -  

(a) In the heading, after the word “appeals”, 

the words “or revisions” shall be inserted; 
 

(b) After the word “appellant”, the words “or 

petitioner” shall be added; and  
 

(c) After the word “appeal”, the word “or 

revision” shall be added. 

(18) In Order XXIII, -  

(i) In rule 1, in sub-rule (1), after the word “suit” the 

words “and before recording evidence” shall be 

shall be inserted. 
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(19) In Order XXVI, - 

(i) In rule 1, after the word “suit”, the words “where 

examination of a witness is not possible through 

video link or any other legally recognized modern 

electronic device”, shall be inserted. 

 

(ii) In rule 13, after the word “decree”, full-stop be 

substituted with colon “:” and thereafter 

following new proviso shall be added: 

“Provided that partition of immovable 

property, paying revenue to the 

Government, shall be carried out by the 

Collector concerned.” 

 

(iii) In rule 18, in sub-rule (2) for the word “may”, the 

word “shall” be substituted. 

 

 

(20) In Order XXVII, - 

(i) In rule 1, after the word “case”, the full-stop shall 

be substituted with “:” and thereafter following 

provisos shall be added:  

“Provided that such person shall not be an officer 

below the rank of BPS-17 of the Ministry or 

Department concerned;  
 

Provided further that it shall be the duty of such 

officer to pursue the matter before Court 

personally and furnish weekly progress report to 

the head of the department concerned.” 

 

(ii) In rule 6, for the word “person”, wherever 

occurring, the words “officer appointed under 

rule 1” shall be substituted. 

 

 

(21) In Order XXIX, - 
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(i) In rule 1, for the word “case”, the word “shall” be 

substituted.  

 

 

(22) In Order XXXII, - 

(i) In rule 2, for the word “or other”, the words “and 

the” be substituted.  

 

(ii) In rule 4, in sub-rule (1), after the word “may” 

the words “with the leave of the Court”, shall be 

inserted. 

 

 

(23) In Order XXXIII, - 

(i) In rule 5, in clause (c) for the word “two”, the 

word “six” be substituted.  

 

(ii) The existing rule 11, shall be rephrased as under: 

“11. PROCEDURE WHERE PAUPER FAILS. --

- Where the plaintiff fails in the suit or is 

dispaupered, or where the suit is withdrawn or 

dismissed on any one or more grounds provided 

in this Code or under any other law for the time 

being enforce, the Court shall order the plaintiff, 

or any person added as a co-plaintiff to the suit, 

to pay the court fees which would have been paid 

by the plaintiff if he had not been permitted to 

sue as a pauper.” 
 

 

(24) In Order XXXIV, rule 11, shall be deleted.  

 

 

(25) In Order XXXVII, - 

(i) In rule 2, in sub-rule (2), - 

(a) in clause (a), the words “and for interest”, 

occurring twice, shall be deleted; and 
 

(b) clause (b) shall be deleted.  
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(26) In Order XXXVIII, - 
 

(i) In rule 3, for the existing sub-rules (2) and (3), 

the following shall be substituted: 

“(2) At the time of presentation of 

application, surety shall produce the 

defendant before Court. 
 

(3) If surety fails to produce defendant, his 

application shall be dismissed.” 
 

(ii) In rule 5, in sub-rule (1), the word “may” shall be 

substituted with the word “shall”. 

 

 

(27) In Order XXXIX, - 
 

(i) In rule 2, in sub-rule (3) for the words “six 

months”, the words “one year” shall be 

substituted.  
 

(ii) In rule 2-B, after the word “Court”, the words 

and comma “which granted injunction,”, shall 

be inserted. 
 

(iii) For the existing rule 4-A, the following shall be 

substituted: 

4-A. INJUNCTION TO CEASE TO BE IN 

FORCE AFTER CERTAIN PERIOD. --- 

Injunctions granted by any Court under this 

Code shall cease to have effect on the expiration 

of six months following the day on which it is 

made, unless extended subject to provisions of 

rule 20-A, or the case is finally decided, or the 

injunction is discharged, or set aside, by the 

Court earlier.”   
 

(iv) In rule 8, for the word “may”, wherever 

occurring, the word “shall” be substituted. 

 

 

(28) In Order XLI, - 
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(i) In rule 1, in sub-rule (1), - 

(a) For the word “a”, appearing before the 

word “copy”, the word “certified” shall be 

substituted; and  

(b) The words “unless the Appellate Court 

dispenses therewith”, shall be deleted. 

 

(ii) In rule 17, in sub-rule (1), for the words “may”, 

appearing for the second time, the word “shall” 

be substituted. 

 

(iii) In rule 23, for the words “may further”, the 

words “shall specifically” be substituted. 

 

 

(29) In Order XLVIII, in rule 1, in sub-rule (1), the words 

and comma “, unless the Court otherwise directs”, 

shall be deleted. 

 

(30) In Order L, in rule 1, for the words, figures and 

comma, “Provincial Small Cause Courts Act, 1887” , the 

words, figures and comma “Small Claim and Minor 

Offences Courts Ordinance, 2002, shall be substituted.  

 

26. Amendment of section 17, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Registration 

Act, 1908 (Act XVI of 1908), hereinafter referred to as Act XVI of 

1908, in section 17, sub-section (1), after clause (e), following new 

clauses shall be inserted:  

“(f) power of attorney when authorizing the attorney to sell 

any immovable property.  

(g) an agreement to sell immovable property.” 

 

 

27. Amendment of section 23, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Act XVI of 

1908, in section 23, for the words “four months”, the words “thirty 

days” shall be substituted. 
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28. Amendment of section 24, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Act XVI of 

1908, in section 24, for the word “may” and the words “four 

months”, the words “shall” and “thirty day”, shall respectively be 

substituted. 

 

29. Amendment of section 31, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Act XVI of 

1908, in the proviso to section 31, for the words “on special cause 

being shown”, the words “on the application of desiring party, for 

the reasons recorded in writing” shall be substituted. 

 

 

30. Amendment of section 49, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Act XVI of 

1908, in section 49, - 

 

(i) In clause (b) after the word “adopt” semi colon be inserted 

and thereafter the word “or” be added;  

(ii) After the word “or” so added, following new clause shall be 

added: 

“(c) be admissible in evidence.  

 

31. Deletion of section 70, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Act XVI of 1908, 

section 70 shall be deleted. 

 

 

32. Amendment of section 70-D, Act XVI of 1908. – In the Act XVI 

of 1908, in section 70-D, after the word “photography”, the words 

“or any other modern electronic device including scanning” shall 

be added. 

 

 

33. Amendment in Ordinance II, of 1962. – In the West Pakistan 

Civil Courts Ordinance, 1962 (Ordinance II of 1962), hereinafter 

referred to as, the said Ordinance, for the words “Provincial Small 

Cause Courts Act, 1887”, wherever occurring, the words “Small 

Claims and Minor Offences Ordinance, 2002” shall be substituted.  

 

 

34. Amendment of section 8, Ordinance II, of 1962. – In the said 

Ordinance, -  
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(i) The word “may” shall be substituted with the word 

“shall”; 

(ii) For the existing clause (c), the following shall be 

substituted:  

“fix maximum limit of cases for each Court, not 

exceeding three hundred and thereby appoint as 

many Civil Judges required as per said ratio.” 

  

35. Amendment of section 11, Ordinance II, of 1962. – In the said 

Ordinance, in section 11, after the word “one”, the word “hundred” 

shall be inserted. 

 

 

36. Amendment of section 14, Ordinance II, of 1962. – In the said 

Ordinance, in section 14, in sub-section (2), at the end, full-stop 

shall be substituted with colon “:” and thereafter following proviso 

shall be added: 

“Provided that in cases of urgency and for clearing backlog, a District 

Judge of a Civil District may, with the prior approval of High Court, 

temporarily post a Civil Judge of one sub-division in another sub-

division within same Civil District.” 

 

 

37. Amendment of section 18, Ordinance II, of 1962. – In the said 

Ordinance, in section 18, for the word “million” the word “billion” 

shall be substituted. 

 

 

38. Amendment in Act VIII of 1991. – In the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Subordinate Judiciary Service Tribunal Act, 1991 (Act VIII of 1991), 

hereinafter referred to as Act VIII of 1991, for the word 

“subordinate”, wherever occurring, the word “District”, shall be 

substituted. 

 

 

39. Amendment of section 3, Act VIII of 1991. – In the Act VIII of 

1991, in section 3, for the existing sub-section (3), following shall be 

substituted:  

“(3) The Tribunal shall consist of four retired Judges of Supreme 

Court of Pakistan belonging to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, to be 
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nominated by the Chief Justice, of whom the senior most shall be the 

Chairman.  
 

(4) The appointment of member of Tribunal shall be for three years 

on such terms and conditions as may be determined by the 

Government with the consultation of Chief Justice.”   

 

 

  

----------------------------------------------   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




